
OS MAPS WORKSHOP – The App



OS MAPS WORKSHOP

1. OS Maps System Overview

2. Getting Us All to the Same Setup.  <<< (Map/Unit/Speed)

3. Understanding the screen   <<<

a) Centring on current location <<<

b) Choices of Maps  <<<
c) Looking at Routes <<<

d) Compass <<<

e) Augmented reality <<<

f) Protecting your phone/tablet

4. Recording a Walk 

a) Recording a route. <<<

b) GO FOR A WALK AND RECORD IT <<<

c) Finishing the recording <<<

5. Public Routes

a) Show Route  <<<

b) Choose a Public route   <<<
c) Understanding Where You Are

d) “Setting the Map”   Arrow & Compass

e) Looking for features.

f) GO FOLLOW THE ROUTE  <<<

6. Menu Options <<<

d) My Routes  <<<

e) Options with Routes

f) Downloading

g)  Follow, Share, Edit, Delete, Export

h)  Favourite

7. OS MAP Website

a) Main Screen Functions

b) “Discover Routes”

c) “Import Routes”

d) “Create Custom Route”

e)  “My Routes”/”Favourites”

============ Essentials of the OS MAP App ============  “<<<=Hands-on”  “<<=Optional hands-on”

8.  Sources of GPX
a) Area Web site
b) Rambler Web Site

c) Subscription sites
d) Free web sites
9. OS Locate App & Calibration   <<<
10.  Google Earth 

========================= Other Options (as time permits) ======================



OS MAPS WORKSHOP

Emergency Exits

Food Drinks

And Cleaning up

PLEASE watch out for all the cables.

HEALTH & SAFETY



OS MAPS WORKSHOP

Ask questions anytime

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE STAY “IN PHASE”.
PLEASE STOP ME IF YOU LOOSE TRACK.

If you have some experience with OS MAPS, please be patient
and understand that we need to start at the basics.

Help others with less experience with the app.

There are bound to be some sillies occur 

So lets all enjoy a light hearted frame of mind.

GETTING ORGANISED



OS MAPS WORKSHOP

Pros

- SEE EXACTLY WHERE YOU ARE

- Follow a planned Route 

- Digital version of paper map

- Track where you have walked.

- Combined Web/App operation

- Good search function

- Support is available.

- Handles Walking, Cycling, Running.

Cons

- Largely Internet dependent

- Limited functions compared to other mapping 
systems.

- Doesn’t provide key data (distance….)

- Still evolving (good, but needs it)

- Quirky and not robust.

- Can’t “follow” AND “record” at same time.

- “Free” maps can’t be downloaded.

- Support not very skilled.

WHY USE OS MAPS?
It is an obvious choice if you have:-
1. Bought a paper map with digital rights
2. Have a subscription due to subscribing to some magazines.
3. Or have already bought an OS MAPS subscription.
4. A preference for less sophisticated app  
(rather than full function apps e.g. viewranger, Memory Map)



OVERVIEW

The OS MAPS system has two parts. A mobile App and a Website.

Most things you do on one are reflected into the other.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP

In the website:-
- Choose Maps
- Find Routes
- Create Routes
- Import Routes
- Print Routes
- Manage Routes.

In the App:-
- Choose Maps
- Find Routes
- Follow Routes
- Record Routes
- Import Routes 
- Create Routes

Anything Generated in the Website
Becomes available in the App.

Anything Generated in the App
Becomes available in the Website.

NOTE:  A “ROUTE” is a list of (way)points describing where to go



OS MAPS WORKSHOP - Set Up the App

Log in, preferably with a subscription
Click on the Bottom 
Right (Layers) Icon.

If you have a 
subscription select one 
of the OS options, 
otherwise the 
Standard Option.

NOTE:  OSMaps is still “evolving”.  Changes in the Menu & Screens are still 
occurring so some pictures may not accurately reflect current state

NOTE: During 
preparing this 
document the screen 
format changed to 
always show the 
“Routes” icon. Many 
of the images here 
are missing that icon. 
But are otherwise the 
same.



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Look at Different Maps
“Satellite” is very 
useful for seeing 
wherer you are in 
real images

“Standard” and 
“Green Spaces” are 
very similar. Useful in 
some areas.

“Explorer” gives 25K scale. 
Better for most areas.
Leave it set to this just 
now.

“Landranger” gives a 
map at 50K scale. 
Can be OK on 
hills/moorsWhile we are looking 

at map options, have 
a look at each of the 
choices.
“Standard”
“Satellite” and 
“Green Space” are 
freely available.
“Explorer” and 
“Landranger” are 
only available on 
subscription or digital 
map code.

NOTE: there is a 
“Night” map but 
difficult to show here.



Setting 2.5 mph is a 
more reasonable 
walk speed. It is NOT 
important, just gives 
better estimates.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP - Set Up the App

Click on 
My Preferences

To Continue with the 
setting up process:

Click on the Menu

Click on Units & 
Measurements to 
set Imperial, then 
click on”Calculate..” 
to set walk speed

The “Route 
Styling” allows 
the colour and 
width of lines to 
be changed.

Click and 
set walking 
speed to 2.5

Set Imperial 
(i.e. ft/miles)



OS MAPS WORKSHOP - Exploring Screen Functions
The red triangle which 
appears in the centre 
shows your location.  
Then click the Upper 
Bottom Left Icon.

Return to the map 
and click the bottom 
Left icon to centre the 
map.

A Compass dial will 
appear at the bottom.
It, and the red arrow, 
will move IF the 
phone has a compass.

NOTE:

You change the 
scale of the 
Map by 
zooming in and 
out.

Use two fingers 
to “Zoom In” or 
“Zoom Out” 
Just as you 
would with 
other Apps.

ATTENTION: If 
the Map 
disappears, 
ZOOM IN to 
recover it.

Click the top right 
icon.  This is the 
“Augmented Reality” 
function



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Screen Functions

Click on the Search 
icon (magnifying 
glass). 

In the search box you 
can enter quite a 
range of different 
inputs.
e.g. Grid References.

It shows “labels” of 
key features looking 
at. Needs a working 
compass. Click a label 
for a related Website.

In the case of the 
Nonsense  SD123456 
it can’t show 
anything sensible (its 
in the sea!)

Names and Places

Click 
settings 
icon (to 
choose 
features 
to include



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Screen Functions

Lattitude/Longditude
and probably any 
other OS type format.

It moves the map to 
the selected place. 
Tapping on the screen 
removes the “label”

Lattitude/Longditude
and probably any 
other OS type format.

And most usefully 
Post Codes. Post Code



If you are on a 
guided walk or 
perhaps just out 
for a walk or doing 
a walk recce, you 
may want to record 
where you have 
been.  Click on 
“Menu”

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Recording a Walk

Then Click on 
“Record a Route”

It then waits to find a 
gps signal and when it 
has that, it shows the 
Red record button.
To start, press the 
record button

A pause button 
appears.
Also the compass 
appears (even if you 
don’t have one.}

You have to say 
which type of 
activity you are 
recording.



As you walk, a line 
appears showing 
the route you have 
taken.  When 
finished click teh
“square” icon

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Recording a Walk

The mileage is shown, 
and options to save 
the route and add it 
to your “Activity” 
record. Press “Done”

The Route has to be 
given a Name. There 
are options for a 
Description, Grade, 
and if private or 
public. Then click 
SAVE

Clicking “Stop” give 
an option to 
continue or finish. 
Click OK



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Recording a Walk
If you click on Menu 
and then My Routes 
the walk just recorded 
will be at the top of 
the list.  You might 
want to “favourite”  it.

The screen then 
returns to the 
common form for 
viewing any Route. 



At this point on a workshop you would be sent to follow a very short route around the 
workshop building and asked to Record your walk.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – A good time to go for a walk



OS MAPS WORKSHOP - ROUTES
A “Route” is a list of “Waypoints” that define where to walk.

OS Maps uses only the term “Route” whether it’s a Plan for a walk or a recording of 
a walk.

Other systems use “Route” as a Plan, and “Track” as a record.

------------------------------------------

The prime function of the “Route Icon” in OS Maps is to show known “routes” 
within the area of the map you are viewing.

These might be “Free” or may be “Premium” (paid). 

The Premium routes will be viable. 

The Free routes can be all sort of routes or part walks that users have loaded. 

They are useful for finding routes in areas you are not familiar with.



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Screen “Route” Functions

Each “Teardrop” is a 
route. Click on one to 
see the route.

Click on the Upper 
bottom right hand 
icon to show Routes 
in the map area

The route is shown 
and its details are 
shown in the bottom 
panel.

If you want the Route, 
click the “Download” 
icon and select a map 
type.  (“download” 
icon disappears)

You then select which 
type of route you 
want. (look at “More 
Options”). Then click 
“Show me routes” 



To use a Route:-
- Find a suitable 

Route and get to 
the start.

- At the start of the 
Route, centre the 
map on your 
location.

- Use the Routes 
Icon to open your 
Route.

- Download it.
- Click on “Follow 

Route”

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Follow a Route
In this case the Red 
arrow is pointing away 
from the walk. So you 
need to turn around.

NOTE: the Red arrow 
points the way you 
are facing. So it 
should face along the 
walk.

To follow the route, 
keep the arrow 
pointing along the 
route. (needs 
compass in phone)

If the phone does NOT 
have a compass, the 
arrow will always point 
north ON THE MAP. But 
keep it on the route.

If you are not on the 
Route the arrow 
shows where you are 
and which way you 
face

If you move some 
distance from the 
route “Notifications” 
are given that you are 
off route.



- Not all phones have 
compasses. 
- The compass they 
may have is not 
necessarily good 
quality.
- Any Electronic 
compass needs 
calibrating (quite 
often)

HERE IS ONE WAY TO 
CALIBRATE

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – A Bit About Compasses
This brings up a menu.
Look bottom left and 
click on “Calibrate the 
Compass”

Open Google Maps 
and centre on your 
location.
Tap the blue centre 
dot.

A diagram appears 
showing how to move 
the phone to calibrate 
the compass. It shows 
how well calibrated.

The same movement 
can be done anytime. 
It doesn’t need to be 
via google maps. 



Many Phones do not 
have a compass.

Even if they do it’s 
difficult to know if it’s 
calibrated.

Sometimes you do 
need to know which 
way to face.

Here is how to
“SET A MAP”
(which means turning 
the phone map to 
match the real world)

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – If your phone doesn’t have a compass
Even the simplest 
compass is enough to 
show north. Use it to 
turn the phone so the 
map north is also the 
compass north.

Take some form of 
compass with you. 

In that case, even 
without a phone 
compass you can see 
that the Route is to 
your right (if 
clockwise).

A word about 
Magnetic North and 
True North and Map 
North, they are not 
the same. Today 
(Nov18) Magnetic is 1 
deg west of Grid and 2 
deg west of true. For 
most of the UK the 
difference is not 
important.



At this point on a workshop you would be sent to follow a very short route around the 
workshop building.

If you look on the map and see a very local short walk, then this would be a good time to 
practice following a Route.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – A good time to go for a walk



That shows the 
height profile of 
the walk and also 
the sunrise/sunset 
times of the day.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Menu Functions – My Routes

We looked at 
Recording a track via 
the menu. Now Click 
on “My Routes”. 

The mileage to the 
start of the walk is 
shown.  Click on 
”Route Info”

Click on one of the 
Routes shows the 
usual Route Map.
Click on “Follow 
Route"

This gives a list of all 
the Routes you have 
Recorded, 
Downloaded or 
Followed. Click on any 
Route.



Go back to Options 
and click on “Edit”. 
This shows the 
map. Click on the 
“Settings” icon

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Menu Functions – My Routes

Back at the list of 
routes, Click on 
“Options” on one of 
the routes.

Back at the Options, 
click on “Share”. This 
gives a huge list of 
places to send the 
GPX including your 
own email system

That will let you 
send the GPX of 
the Route to other 
devices or email or 
Microsoft cloud.

This gives a list of 
options. Delete, 
Follow & Favourite are 
obvious. Click on 
“Export”



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Menu Functions – My Routes
This lets you change 
the colour, line 
thickness and 
Transparncy. Try the 
settings below and 
click “Done”.

The Edit mode also 
allows you to make 
changes to the 
actual route. But it 
seems to only let 
you add to the 
route from where 
you are. It’s better 
to use the Website 
to change the 
Route.

The effect of that is to 
be able to “view” map 
details “through” the 
route line.

One final option is to 
“Downlaod” the OS 
map needed for a 
Route. Click the 
“Download” icon on a 
route.

You choose the 25k or 
50k map preference.
The “dot” in the Route 
entry will “fill up” with 
green as the 
download proceeds.



“My Account” just 
shows your 
registered email and 
subscription expiry. 
Also Logout.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Other Menu Functions

Click one of the 
Options and follow 
the arrows to the 
result.

“My Activities” is just 
a summation of any 
distances covered and 
roughly when. You can 
add activities or 
explore them.

You can delete 
unwanted 
downloads to save 
space.

This gives access to 
any “Paper” maps or 
downloaded map 
sections. Click on 
either to Manage 
them



The Plot is now one 
of the “My Route” 
entries.

OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Other Menu Functions

“Record a Route”, 
“Preference” & AR 
have been done. Click 
on “Plot a Route” 

It then wants some 
information 
completed. Then Click 
Save

Tap the screen to 
form a Route. It is 
very limited. The 
bottom shows 
height.
Click “Save” 

First you have to 
choose an activity. As 
soon as one is pressed 
it jumps to the edit 
screen



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – Other Menu Functions

Click on “Ofline Maps” 
and later “Download 
Offline Maps”

Click on the 
“Download” icon and 
give it a name to add 
to the offline list.
“Free” maps don’t 
download.

Click on “Offline 
Maps” Shows list of 
downloaded maps 
and an option to 
download more.

“Redeem” is when 
you have a paper map 
with digitial rights.
Enter the number 
from the Map and 
“Redeem”

Click on “Paper Maps” 
which shows 
information screen, 
then click on 
“Redeem”



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – And Finally.

Click on “About”, later 
“Help” and 
“Feedback” and 
Contact Us”

Feedback jumps to 
the large range of 
options for 
communicating..

There are “Map 
Legends for each 
scale. 
“Help” is pretty 
good. Click on a Blue 
topic or read it all.

“About” gives some 
background and 
difference between 
Free and Subscribed 
options.

Contact us lists 
different ways to 
contact them. Expect 
up to 2 days for email 
response.



OS MAPS WORKSHOP – The App

The End


